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BACKGROUND

• The need to create standardized collection methods and a reporting framework for defined 
clinical outcomes measures (COMs) is an identified requirement and developing area in 
health system specialty pharmacy services (HSSP).

• As we begin to understand which key COMs demonstrate positive patient impact across 
various disease states and the value these COMs hold to key stakeholders, it becomes 
imperative that there is a method to standardize the reporting of this data in a consistent 
and actionable way.

• To accomplish this, Trellis Rx implemented technology-enabled clinical dashboards that 
reflect key identified COMs defined in disease-specific protocols leveraged by pharmacists 
and patient liaisons working onsite at our partner health systems.
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OBJECTIVE

Illustrate how incorporating technology-enabled clinical dashboards into an HSSP workflow 
optimizes patient care and outcomes measures reportability.

• Multi-center, descriptive study evaluating disease-specific, technology-enabled clinical 
dashboards.

• Disease state-specific clinical protocols defining key COMs were developed by clinical 
subcommittees based on current clinical guidelines, recent research, and specialty pharmacy 
organization recommendations.

• Once defined, the disease-specific protocols were implemented in Trellis Rx’s specialty 
pharmacy technology platform, Arbor® and adopted by pharmacists and patient liaisons across 
Trellis Rx’s partner health systems. 

• Arbor’s advanced algorithms trigger automated alerts and interventions enabling consistent and 
streamlined collection of COMs and other relevant data across Trellis Rx’s partner health 
systems.  

• Finally, real-time, disease-specific dashboards were created via Arbor to monitor compliance 
with the disease-specific protocols, ensure appropriate collection of COMs, leverage COM data to 
drive patient care, and enable consistent reporting on COMs to stakeholders.

Defining 
COMs

This project describes the importance of 
defining COMs for various disease states. This  
allows for consistent monitoring and reporting 
of COMs using disease-specific, technology-
enabled clinical dashboards.

Reporting 
Framework

Data reporting framework is critical to 
optimizing patient care, confirming clinical 
goals and metrics are achieved, and ensuring 
the accurate reporting of outcomes data.

Sharing 
Information

Dashboards provide meaningful information 
to share with key stakeholders and is 
essential to accurately track benchmark data 
to further standardize care in the specialty 
pharmacy space.
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